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ABSTRACT - According to median sensory nerve action potential onset-latency to index finger in a 140 mm fixed distance, 993 carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) hands from 668 patients were grouped into MIld (3.0 to 3.5 ms, 384 hands), MOderate (3.6 to 4.4 ms, 332 hands), SEvere (> 4.4 ms, 135 hands) and UNrecordable (142 hands) and correlated with CTS symptomatology duration. All patients have sensory antidromic median-radial latency difference (MRD) ≥ 1.0 ms without any doubt about CTS diagnosis. Patients with systemic disease, trauma or previous surgery were excluded. There is a remarkable cumulative percentage increase from 1 to 12 months in group UN (3.5% to 38.7%, 11 folds), much less than the group MI (13.8% to 54.6%, 3.9 folds). There is also a remarkable non-cumulative percentage increase in group UN, from 1 to 4-12 months; the group MI had a relatively uniform distribution in all symptomatic duration groups from 1 to > 60 months. The conclusion is that median nerve compression at carpal tunnel can lead to unrecordable potentials in a relatively short period from 1 to 12 months of evolution, suggesting acute/subacute deterioration. Electrophysiological evaluation must be done periodically in patients that underwent clinical treatment, since cumulative 38.7% of group UN was found in 12 months period.
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Síndrome do túnel do carpo: duração da sintomatologia e latência sensitiva segmentar do nervo mediano em 993 mãos (668 pacientes)

RESUMO - Foram selecionados 668 pacientes (993 mãos) com síndrome do túnel do carpo (STC); o critério de inclusão baseou-se na diferença de latência sensitiva mediano-radial (DMR) ≥ 1.0 ms, não deixando dúvida quanto ao diagnóstico de STC. Pacientes com doenças sistêmicas conhecidas, trauma e cirurgia prévia foram excluídos. A partir dessa amostra foram constituídos 4 grupos de acordo com a latência distal sensitiva do nervo mediano, segmento punho – II dedo, 140 mm: LEve (3.0 a 3.5 ms, 384 mãos), MOderado (3.6 a 4.4 ms, 332 mãos), GRave (> 4.4 ms, 135 mãos) e INexcitável (142 mãos); os grupos foram correlacionados com tempo de sintomatologia do STC. Houve aumento percentual cumulativo importante de 1 a 12 meses de sintomatologia no grupo IN (3.5% a 38.7%, aumento de 11 vezes); no grupo LE, o aumento foi de 3,9 vezes (13.8% a 54.6%). Houve também aumento percentual não cumulativo importante no grupo IN entre 1 e 4-12 meses de sintomatologia e quase o mesmo número em todas as faixas (1 a > 60 meses) no grupo LE. A compressão do nervo mediano no túnel do carpo pode conduzir a quadro eletrofisiológico grave (ausência de potenciais de ação sensitivos) em período de tempo relativamente curto de 12 meses, sugerindo degeneração aguda ou subaguda. Reavaliação eletrofisiológica deve ser feita periodicamente mesmo nos casos leves com tratamento conservador, pois 38,7% cumulativo do grupo IN foi encontrado em período de 12 meses de sintomatologia.
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The carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) symptomatology - nocturnal pain, paraesthesia and numbness - frequently appears as a subacute or chronic disease. The electrodiagnosis of CTS is based on the demonstration of prolonged median sensory nerve action potential latency from at least one median innervated digit, prolonged median motor distal latency from wrist to thenar muscles, mainly abductor pollicis brevis, and prolonged median mixed nerve action latency palm to wrist. Latency difference methods are also used to get more sensitivity: median/ulnar (ring-finger); median/radial (thumb); median/ulnar (palm-wrist)\(^1\)-\(^{13}\).

The clinical/electrophysiological correlation in CTS is very important, helping to indicate the best form of treatment - clinical conservative or immediate surgical decompression - for that moment\(^1\). However, we do not know exactly the evolution of median nerve compression: some cases deteriorate slowly through time, some could go further on a complete denervation and another group maintain the same electrophysiological abnormality for many years\(^{14}\). The main goal of this study is to correlate the CTS symptomatology duration and the severity of median sensory conduction abnormality.

**METHOD**

From January 1989 to June 1996, 885 patients have CTS electrophysiological confirmation based on sensory antidromic median-radial latency difference (MRD) \( e \geq 1.0 \) ms that represents mean (m) plus more than 6 standard deviation (SD) without any doubt about CTS diagnosis. Normal MRD was calculated in 125 hands from 70 patients, mean age 36.9 years (17–70), 61 female and 9 male; the results show upper limit of normality (m + 2SD) equal 0.43 ms.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1. unilateral conduction studies; 2. control examination on the same patient (only the first one was considered); 3. post-operative nerve conduction studies; 4. electrophysiological suspicion of peripheral neuropathy: ulnar sensory action potential < 15 uV and/or ulnar motor conduction velocity < 50.0 m/s; 5. recent or remote wrist trauma; 6. associated known diseases such as diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, gout, polymyositis and sclerodermy.

After exclusions, 668 patients and 993 hands were selected for this study. All nerve conduction studies were done by the author in the same EMG machine. The room temperature varied from 20ºC to 31ºC; hands were warm up in immersion hot water when necessary.

The radial sensory action potential was obtained after antidromic stimulation (0.05 ms duration) on wrist, radial border, 100 mm distance; the recording on ring electrodes was done in thumb with measured latency on onset. Median sensory action potential to thumb, used for establishing the latency difference, was obtained after antidromic stimulation on wrist, a little more medial but keeping the same cross-line, related to the radial; the recording and measuring were the radial one.

The median sensory distal latency to index finger was obtained after antidromic stimulation on wrist (0.05 ms duration) in a 140 mm fixed distance (wrist to index finger, WIF); the recording were done on ring electrodes and the measured latencies on onset.

The correlation was done between CTS symptomatology duration, (either nocturnal pain, paraesthesia and numbness) in months at the time of electrodiagnosis examination and antidromic median sensory action potential onset-latency to index finger. Four groups were done: MIld (WIF latency between 3.0 and 3.5 ms), MOderate (3.6 - 4.4 ms), SEvere (> 4.4 ms) and UNrecordable.

| Table 1. Cumulative percentage of CTS hands related to symptomatology duration in groups with increased median segmental sensory latency |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Group           | 1 m            | 3 m            | 12 m           | 24 m           | 60 m           |
| Mild            | 13.8%          | 26.3%          | 54.6%          | 68.2%          | 85.1%          | 100%           |
| Moderate        | 7.5%           | 17.1%          | 50.3%          | 64.4%          | 78.9%          | 100%           |
| Severe          | 5.1%           | 13.3%          | 44.4%          | 56.2%          | 66.6%          | 100%           |
| Unrecordable    | 3.5%           | 11.9%          | 38.7%          | 52.1%          | 71.1%          | 100%           |
RESULTS

The cumulative percentage of patients on each group were calculated for 1, 3, 12, 24, 60 and equal or more than 120 months (symptomatic CTS duration) and shown on Table 1.

The non-cumulative percentage of patients on 2 extremes groups MI and UN were calculated for 1, 2-3, 4-12, 13-24, 25-60 and above 60 months (symptomatic CTS duration) and is shown on Figure 1.

DISCUSSION

The results have showed a remarkable cumulative percentage increase from 1 to 12 months in group UN (11 folds, 3.5% to 38.7%) and a lesser increase in the group MI (3.9 folds, 13.8% to 54.6%). The percentage difference between the cumulative patients in groups MI and UN was large at 1 month symptomatology (13.8% and 3.5% respectively, 2.92 folds) and small at 12 months (54.6% and 38.7%, 0.41 folds).

The results on non-cumulative percentage in the extreme groups, MI and UN, showed an almost uniform number of patients for the MI ones (13.8% for one month symptomatology and 14.8% for above 60 months) and a great increase for the UN ones till 12 months (3.5% for one month symptomatology and 26.7% for 4-12 months).

The hypothesis of a progressive nerve compression on CTS is not completely true, because one can find mild median sensory conduction abnormalities equally in all groups, varying from 1 to more than 60 months. However, the results also clearly have showed a dramatic increase in the percentage of unrecordable median sensory conduction patients from 1 to 12 months CTS symptomatology. The median nerve compression at carpal tunnel can lead to unrecordable sensory nerve action potentials in a relatively short period from 1 to 12 months of evolution, suggesting...
acute/subacute deterioration. An increase on CTS symptomatology duration does not indicate in all cases a progression in compression severity\textsuperscript{14,15}.

Electrophysiological evaluation must be done periodically in patients that underwent clinical conservative treatment, since 38.7\% cumulative and 26.7\% non-cumulative of group UN was found in 12 months period.
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